
Do you have high volume sales periods when you need to 

process sales faster? Do you sell merchandise outside of a 

retail store? Would you like an easy and affordable solution 

to do a fast and accurate inventory count with less time and 

less customer disconnects?

Mobile Retail gives you the power and functionality of a 

traditional POS system on a handheld device. This gives you 

and your staff the freedom and versatility of mobility while 

maintaining the robust nature of a full retail system.

Mobile Retail

“ We sold 30% more than last 
year at the same event since we 
were able to do the transactions 
in half the time.”

Mobile Retail Solutions
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Mobility

Process a sale or manage inventory 
any time any place with our Mobile 
Retail solutions. They extend 
Microsoft Dynamics Retail products 
and place all the tools you need to 
process orders and manage inventory 
on a hand held device including 
Mobile POS. 

Use our Mobile Retail solution to:

Provide outstanding customer service by equipping your sales  �
associates with the tools they need to help your customers.

Increase accuracy and productivity when working with inventory  �
whether that is counting, receiving, transferring or changing the 
prices.

Reduce the time customers wait in line using mobile POS �

Save on equipment costs and use your floor space more efficiently �

No customer disconnects �

Mobile Suite Pro 
All-in-one Mobile Retail solution. 
Use the Mobile Suite Pro to scan 
barcode, tender transactions, 
authorize credit cards and print 
receipts on the spot with a handheld 
device and wireless printer. 

Mobile Cashier 
Use this Mobile POS to process 
customer cash, checks, on account 
and credit card transactions on 
your mobile handheld device. Fully 
integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 
point of sale products.

Mobile Manager 
Mobile Manager provides a complete, mobile inventory solution that 
increases your retail staff’s productivity. The Mobile Manager suite 
of extensions includes physical inventory count, purchase order, label 
printing, item manager, transfers, work order, quotes, layaways.

Mobile Retail Platform


